A review is presented of sonic boom theory, covering three viewpoints: historical perspective, a n exposition of established boom theory and special phenomena, and the theoretical needs of current sonic boom problems. The review is intended to serve a s a tutorial for the non-specialist as well a s a review of the current state-of-the-art and open issues. The greatest interest in sonic boom was associated with SST projects of the 1960s, and much of sonic boom theory has been shaped by that influence. Major elements of sonic boom analysis have been well established into what may be called standard theory. Current sonic boom problems require elements beyond standard theory. including the influence of hypersonic speeds, better integration of sonic boom analysis into the aircraft design process. and a more complete understanding of focal zones.
Introduction Historical Background
Prior to the first supersonic flight by aircraft, sonic booms had not been explicitly anticipated. They were at first regarded as a unique or curious phenomenon. Early theories of the cause of sonic boom speculated on the coalescence of sound a s an aircraft broke the sound barrier.',2 Research through the early to mid-1950s showed, however, that sonic boom is simply the shock wave pattern associated with supersonic flight. A key factor in this finding was the existence of far-field shock wave analysis from the ballistic projectile community in the 1940s and earlier. An analysis by Landau3 of weak shock waves predicted the now-familiar N-wave far-field signature. Measurements. in the 1940s. of projectile shock waves clearly exhibited this structure and established scaling laws for the amplitude and duration of farfield N -~a v e s .~ Whitham's classic paper in 1952 provided an elegant and consistent theoretical description of the p h e n~m e n o n .~ While this paper talked of "projectile" and "flow pattern", not "aircraft" or "boom", a simple change of nomenclature made it the cornerstone of sonic boom theory. Through the 1950s and 1960s. sonic boom theory evolved into a fairly complete understanding for nominal flight of supersonic alrcraft (including the effect of lift) in a real atmosphere (including the effect of wind, density, and temperature gradients).
of the standard boom theory completed by the late 1960s.
Through the mid-1980s to the present, there has been steadily increasing research associated with sonic boom. The purpose of this paper is to present a tutorial and review of the theory. Standard boom theory is presented in some detail. The detail is not sufficient to perform calculations or develop a computer code from this paper alone, but is sufficient to define the theory. its assumptions, and its limitations. Phenomena not within standard theory are hypersonic flight speeds, focused superbooms. shock wave rise times, and atmospheric turbulence effects. Theory for these phenomena is reviewed in sufficient detail so as to describe the current state of understanding.
Earlier Sonic Boom Reviews w There have been a number of previous reviews of sonic boom. Because of the hiatus in sonic boom research. the literature can be divided into what was known as of about 1970 and what has been added since then. Reviews written around that time are of particular interest. There are three in particular which were prepared by key investigators in sonic boom research of that era, and are highly recommended:
Reference 6 is the documentation of the first fully successful and complete sonic boom computer program. It contains a complete exposition of standard theory and the particular equations and algorithms employed.
Reference 7 is a review of sonic boom theory. The current paper has drawn on some of the material in that review, and the original is worth examining.
Reference 8 is a literature review with an excellent summary of the state-of-the-art at that time, and capsule reviews of virtually all the key publications. The review covers sonic boom effects as well as the prediction theory which is the topic of the current review and References 6 and 7.
Several other reviews may be found among the references cited in this paper, but these three are particularly relevant to the current topic.
Organization of Review
There are three basic structures which this review must address. First, sonic boom theory itself is somewhat modular, and application of the basic theory is greatly simplified by recognizing this. Second, it is important to identify the limitations of standard boom theory and approaches to extending it. Third, it is useful to place boom phenomena and the status of various theory elements in the context of the three current areas of interest. To address these needs. this paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 is a n overview of sonic boom. The physical phenomena involved are described, and the overall structure of boom theory (and its modularity) is presented. 4 2 u Section 3 contains a discussion of each of the topics introduced in Section 2. This section contains the details of the theory and governing equations. The discussion in each subsection carries through from standard theory to recent extensions and/or needed future advances. Section 4 contains a discussion of how each of the sonic boom elements relates to the needs of each of the three current application areas. Just a s sonic boom theory of the 1960s was influenced by the needs of first-generation SSTs. currently developing boom theory will be shaped by the problems at hand.
Ove rview of Sonic Boom Phenomena
Elements of Standard Theory Figure 1 is a capsule ovewiew of sonic boom generated by a supersonic aircraft flying in a real atmosphere. The figure shows. in aircraft-fixed coordinates, the wave pattern about an aircraft flying from right to left. Several wavefronts are sketched in. as are pressure signatures which might be measured at three distances. The waves shown are in a section under the aircraft: the full three-dimensional wave pattern would be a conical generalization of this figure.
Near the aircraft, there is a pressure field which is directly related to the aerodynamics of the vehicle, and whose structure reflects particular geometric details of the vehicle In the 1950s. supersonic aircraft aerodynamics was computed by linearized supersonic flow thee@ and the supersonic area rule.lO*ll This approximation is equivalent to linear acoustics and gives the wave field as well a s aerodynamic loads. The wave field is an acoustic field in which all waves are straight line characteristics inclined at the Mach angle. The amplitude on a given characteristic is defined by the aircraft geometry and the axial location of the characteristic. and decreases with the square root of distance from the alrcraft. For an axisymmetric projectile, the wave field is axisymmetric. For non-axisymmetric bodies (which is always the case for aircraft with lift). the near field has three-dimensional cross-flow effects. but far from the vehicle the wave field can be treated a s locally axisymmetric.
e While linearized flow theory predicts straight characteristics, Figure 1 shows curved wavefronts. There are two reasons for this. First, supersonic flow is inherently nonlinear, while linearized theory is an approximation assuming weak waves which propagate at acoustic velocity. The actual flow field has a range of amplitude-dependent wave velocities, and this causes the waves In Figure 1 to have different shapes relative to each other. Second, the atmosphere is not uniform. and sound speed generally decreases with increasing altitude. The resultant refraction causes the overall concave shape of the waves.
The exact flow field about a supersonic body a s shown in Figure 1 would have a finite strength shock at the nose, followed initially by expansion waves. These waves would be inclined forward of the Mach waves, with the shock wave inclined less so than the expansion waves. Expansion waves would eventually intersect and merge with the shock, weakening It and causing its angle to approach the Mach angle. For a slender body. this effect is small and the near-field signature is well approximated by the linear theory with Mach-wave characteristics. At large distances, however, the weak nonlinearity does have a significant cumulative effect, causing the signature to distort as sketched for mid-and far-field. Landau3 showed that the far-field effect of this distortion would be for the forward, positive-pressure, portion of the signature to coalesce into a single shock followed by a linear expansion. The rear part coalesces into a similar expansion followed by a recompression shock. leading to a symmetric N-wave. Whitham5*'2 showed that this process could be modeled as a second-order approximation built up from the linear acoustic solution. He asserted that the linear amplitude on each characteristic was correct to first order, but that the far-field error was due to the acoustic characteristics (representing propagation at the unperturbed ambient sound speed) being a zero'th order approximation. A uniform first-order solution would have characteristic location corrected by propagation at the first-order perturbed sound speed plus acoustic perturbation velocity. This procedure, known as Whitham's rule, predicts the far-field N-wave and has been well validated as the appropriate approximation for computing the farfield wave shapes of sonic booms. Note that the sketch in Figure 1 shows particular details of the near-field signature associated with particular wavefronts. and these vanish from the near-and far-field signatures as they coalesce with each other and/or are absorbed into shock waves.
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The mathematical details of Whitham's rule are presented in the next section. It is worth noting at this time that it amounts to a correction in signature shape which is linear in nature: relative to acoustic propagation speed, each element of the signature advances proportional to its original amplitude. One can compute an "advance" (or "age") parameter which is the advance of a unit-strength wave as a function of distance from the aircraft, and apply this proportionately to each part of the signature. It is also worth noting that highamplitude parts of the signature will eventually overtake lower amplitude portions ahead, including the unperturbed air ahead of the bow shock. This results in the formation of shock waves, which within the context of this theory are treated as zero-thickness discontinuities. The far-field signature will also be longer than the aircraft or the near-field signature.
The overall curvature of waves due to the sound speed gradient is a refraction effect on the linear acoustic solution, and can be analyzed as a linear acoustic propagation problem. The wave shape sketched in Figure 1 can be computed via wave refraction in aircraft-fixed coordinates. and the corresponding amplitude effects computed from a gasdynamics viewpoint. This procedure can. however, be very difficult to formulate for all but the simplest case of under the flight track when in steady level flight. The general method for tracing sound through a non-uniform medium is to change the reference to medium-fixed coordinates and use the method of geometrical acoustics, or ray-tracing. Figure 2 is a sketch equivalent to Figure 1 . but in atmosphere-fixed coordinates. The aircraft is flying from left to right, and boom propagation and evolution is shown along rays. Rays are orthogonal to wavefronts and represent the paths along which the acoustic disturbance propagates. Note that wavefronts shown in Figure 1 exist at a given time, but each point on each wave was generated by the aircraft at some earlier time. The rays shown in Figure 2 are generated at the time the aircraft is at the position shown and represent the trajectories the disturbance will follow as it propagates to the ground. As with Figure 1 , this is a section under the aircraft, and there is a corresponding ray-cone pattern in three dimensions.
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Geometrical acoustics ray tracing has rules similar to those of geometrical optics. The initial direction of a ray is given by the ray cone near the aircraft, orthogonal to the Mach cone. The atmosphere can very reasonably be modeled as horizontally stratified. so ray shapes are readily traced via Snell's law. Since rays are trajectories along which acoustic energy propagates, a useful concept is the ray tube. a bundle of rays analogous to a stream tube. Energy is conserved along a ray tube, and the amplitude of a pressure wave is related to the energy by the local acoustic impedance and ray tube cross-sectional area. The geometrical acoustics calculation required for sonic boom analysis consists of tracing the ray shapes (and location of ground impingement) and the ray tube area, generally as a differential quantity along each ray path.
The initial rays required for the geometrical acoustics ray tracing calculation depend only on the aircraft location and trajectory, not on the near-field signature. The effect of aba ray tube will include rays craft maneuvers is automatically handled by this method: v generated at several different times, so that changes in aircraft position, heading. attitude, or Mach number will manifest themselves in the ray tube initial conditions. Modular Structure of Sonic Boom Theory -The above discussion presents standard sonic boom theory as a set of three elements. This represents a modularity which is quite real, and establishes the structure of virtually all boom calculation schemes. The three elements. and the order in which they are applied, are a s follows: These three steps are illustrated in Figure 3 . Part (a) is the acoustic source, [bl shows the effect of acoustic propagation where amplitude changes but the shape is fied. and (c) shows non-linear steepening proportional to an age parameter and the amplitude of each element of the original F-function. Part (c) also shows positions where the steepening construction results in triple-valued regions. These are locations where shock waves have formed. and the shocks are inserted by an "area-balancing'' rule which will be discussed later.
Limitations of Standard Boom Theory
In the introduction. it was noted that there are several phenomena of interest that are beyond the capability of the standard theory. These are:
Hwersonic flioht. The aircraft source F-function is typically obtained from linearized flow area rule theory. This is valid for slender bodies at moderate supersonic Mach numbers. For high-speed or blunt vehicles, the vehicle flow field must be analyzed by other means. At some radius which is large compared to vehicle dimensions. there will be a locally axisymmetric acoustic pressure field. This distance must be identifled, an effective F-function written. and the ray tracing begun from there.
Focused "SuDerbooms". Considering the analogy between geometrical acoustics and geometrical optics, one might expect focal zones where ray tube area vanishes and the acoustic solution is singular. Such regions can occur for credible aircraft flight conditions and/or maneuvers.
Shock wave rise times. Standard theory represents shock waves in the traditional gasdynamic form of zero-thickness pressure jumps. Real sonic boom shock waves have a finite rise time which affects the high-frequency content of the boom spectrum. The frequencies affected are important for some human-response loudness assessment techniques. In those cases, some type of shock structure model is required. These phenomena raise interest in terms of how they can be dealt with, and also whether they require to be dealt with. For example, hypersonic F-function analysis is clearly necessary if that type of vehicle is to be considered, but the importance of shock rise time structure depends on the open question of which psychoacoustic response metric is appropriate for sonic boom. In the next section, each of these phenomena (as well as the elements of standard theory) is reviewed from its physical aspects.
Sonic Boom Theory
Linearized Suuersonic Flow Consider a slender axisymmetric body in uniform supersonic flow, with coordinates a s
There will be a cylindrical acoustical wave with overpressure illustrated in Figure 4 . 1/M2 -1 = Prandtl-Glauert factor (2) where A is the cross-sectional area of the body as measured by the normal projections of cuts along planes aligned with the Mach angle, Le.. cuts along the x-4r lines in Figure 4 . The quantity FIX) was introduced by Whitham.5*12 and is generally referred to as the Whitham F-function. The F-function has an implicit dependence on Mach number due to A being defined by Mach tangent cutting planes. so that Mach number dependence is not limited to the explicit parameters in Equation (1) .
Equations (1) and (2) follow from linearized supersonic flow theoryg and the t r a n~o n i c '~ and supersonido. Calculation of the F-function requires A, and evaluation of the integral in Equation (2) . The integral is straightfonvard to evaluate for polynomials. In general. except for nominal idealized shapes, A, for a given vehicle would be available in numerical form along a n axlal grid. for which it is natural to use some type of polynomial fit over each Interval.
In Reference 16, a procedure is given which uses parabolas, matching the slope at each mesh point. More recently, Reference 17 contains derivations of closed form solutions for higher order polynomials, and exposition of the summation formulae.
This leads to a summation of closed form integrations over all intervals.
w When representing a n area distribution by a set of interval flts. it is important to pay attention to continuity of slope between intervals. A discontinuity in slope will cause A ' to be singular. This singularity has the form of a delta function, for which, as shown in Reference 7, there is a finite (and easily computed) contribution. The numeric calculation must either match slopes between intervals or include this contribution. It is particularly important to account for such a contribution at the nose of a vehicle. I t should be noted from Equation (2) that, far behind a body. F(x1 has an asymptotic 1 / 6 behavior. A finite body has an infinite signature: this feature is included in the sketches of Figures 1 and 2. To achieve a finite signature, it is necessary have an infinite afterbody shaped such that it generates the complement of the asymptotic tail. This relationship is inherent in the axisymmetric linearized flow equations,. Its practical significance is that the F-function calculation must be carried out over a length greater than that of the body. Reference 17 contains a discussion of some practical numerical precision considerations involved when handling the asymptotic tails of a set of polynomial intervals.
When establishing the equivalent area, it is important that this area correspond to the shape of streamlines passing over the body. The effect of the propulsion system must be accounted for. The effective cross-section of air ingested by a n air-breathing propulsion system must be subtracted from the cross-sectional area around the inlets. The exhaust plume must be accounted for as an effective afterbody. An extreme example of the importance of the propulsion system is in the sonic boom of launch vehicles. where highly underexpanded rocket exhaust plumes act as effective afterbodies which dominate the sonic boom characteristics of W the vehicle. 18. l9 Aircraft propulsion systems generally are not a s highly underexpanded, but their effect must be accounted for.
Geometrical Acoustics and Rav Tracing
The wave field given by Equation 11) is that of an axbymmetric wave. Locally, the wave behaves a s a plane wave, with the cylindrical geometry entering via the 1 / 6 amplitude dependence. Spherical waves are similar, with a l / r amplitude dependence. The general extension of this to a non-uniform medium is the method of geometrical acoustics, which applies when wavelength is small compared to other scale lengths. A full derivation of geometrical acoustics. including motion of the medium, was presented by Blokhintzev.20 A vely tidy presentation for a stationary medium was presented by Officer.2 The review in this paper follow's Officer's format, and quotes Blokhintzev's final results for a moving medium. Another noteworthy derivation is that of Keller.22 which is of particular interest for sonic boom since it considers a wavelength corresponding to the thickness of a shock wave, rather than the wavelength of of a continuous tone.
Consider propagation through an atmosphere with variable ambient sound speed and density, with no mean velocity and neglecting gravitational buoyancy. The wave equation is: (41 where p now refers to the acoustic overpressure. A somewhat more complex equation applies if gravitational gradients or winds exist: terms explicitly involving acoustic density and velocity fluctuations also appear.
A solution is sought which is comprised of harmonic components of the form:
where w = frequency a, P(x.y.zl = amplitude function W(x.y.z) = wavefront function = flxed reference sound speed
The wavefront function is a generalization of x -J3r in earlier discussions. and the amplitude function is a generalization of 1 1 6 in the axisymmetric solution. If Equation (5) is substituted into Equation (4). the following two relations (real and imaginary parts) are obtained:
If gravitational terms are lncluded. there are additional terms 0 (1/w2) on the right-hand side of both equations. If wind is included, the left-hand sides are also slightly more complicated.
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The terms on the right-hand side of Equation (6) (and Equation (7) in the more general cases) are of order (X/L)2 , where 1, is the wavelength of the acoustic signal and L is the scale length of atmospheric gradients and amplitude changes. If X << L. the short wavelength limit. Equation (6) which has the obvious form of a continuity equation. The quantity P2/po a0 is proportional to the acoustic energy flux of a locally plane wave, so Equation (9) is simply conservation of energy. Defining a ray tube a s a bundle of rays (analogous to a fluid dynamic stream tube), Equation (9) integrates to:
where S is the ray tube area.
When wind is present, the ray acoustic equations are somewhat more complex. Because
The derivation is of convection, rays do not necessarily coincide with wave normals. considerably longer. but the final results for the eiconal and amplitude equations are:20 Equation (12) integrates to: S =constant P2 q 2 p 0 a o along a ray tube defined by ray trajectories:
The ray tube area S is cut normal to rays c. The constant quantity defined by Equation (13) is sometimes referred to as the Blokhintzev invariant.
Calculation of rays and ray tube areas is a major task in sonic boom computer programs. Because geometrical acoustics is used to extrapolate an axisymmetric near-field solution, the initial rays forming the tube should be selected to match that structure. Typically, four rays are selected, separated by a time increment and an azimuthal increment. as illustrated in Figure 5 . The initial directions of these rays are governed by the aircraft flight parameters and the azimuth. With that initial condition. ray shapes may be traced. The computer program described in Reference 23 traces rays by a direct numerical integration of the eiconal. All four rays are traced in this way. and ray tube areas computed by numeric differencing.
A more sophisticated approach is taken in Reference 6. An analytical derivation of the ray shape is performed for an arbitrary horizontally stratified atmosphere with winds. The result is an integral which must be evaluated numerically. The integral is, however, amenable the azimuth define a particular ray whose shape may be described by horizontal coordinates x and y as a function of vertical coordinate z:
to the following analysis leading to a ray tube area. The time along the aircraft trajectory and
The four rays whose origins are sketched in Figure 5 are given by Equations (14) with the appropriate values of t and 9. The area SH of a horizontal cut through the ray tube is given by the Jacobian at constant z of this system:
The actual normal ray tube area S is this quantity times the cosine of the ray angle. The only drawback to this formulation is that SH is singular at places where rays are horizontal. even though S may not be. A relaxation of this condition was obtained by Taylor, 24 who wrote the Jacobian in terms of a coordinate transverse to the ray direction.
A final detail of the propagation calculation is that sonic booms reaching the ground will be reflected. A receiver above the ground will see a complex boom consisting of direct and reflected signatures. At the ground, the boom will have the shape of the direct signature, but will be enhanced. Ground reflection coefficients are usually close to unity, resulting in pressure doubling.
0 Basic Sonic Boom Rav Acoustic Patterns
For steady flight in a uniform atmosphere, the wave and ray patterns form cones, as discussed earlier. These are sketched in Figure 6 . The wave cone (or Mach cone) opens to the rear and represents the boom as it exists at a given instant. The ray cone opens forward and represents the space which will be traced out by the boom generated at that instant. Subsequent maneuvers will not alter the ray cone once it is generated. The ground intercepts of both cones, in level flight, are hyperbolas. Diving at an angle greater than the Mach angle causes the ray cone ground intercept to be an ellipse. v Wind and sound speed gradients distort the ray and wave cones. Rays In the troposphere are generally concave upward. This is shown in Figure 7 , for views parallel to the flight track ( Figure 7a ) and across the track (Figure 7b) . Note from the cross-sectional sketch that the upward curvature causes the boom footprint (or "carpet") to have a finite width, with a boomless geometrical shadow zone beyond. The upward curvature of the rays causes them to diverge laterally, while under the flight track they converge. Convergence is generally the stronger effect, particularly at low Mach number. Refraction tends to be less important at high Mach number, where rays are generally closer to vertical. Note that, for steady level flight, the rays generated at time t + At are parallel to those generated at t. For a maneuvering aircraft, the initial directions of the rays are based on time-varying aircraft direction and Mach number, and are usually not parallel. Figure 8 shows a case of interest, sonic cutoff for supersonic level flight at speed below ground elevation sound speed. The boom refracts upward and never reaches the ground. This situation is often cited as an example of boomless supersonic flight, but is of such a restricted range (M < 1.15 for stratospheric flight in the standard atmosphere) so as to be of little practical value. The point where rays turn upward also corresponds to a focus, which will be ... discussed in detail later.
Flgure 9 shows the path of a sonic boom ray above the aircraft. It eventually is refracted downward in the thermosphere (passing through a focus, analogous to that at sonic cutom and reaches the ground as an "over-the-top'' boom. Such booms e x i~t .~~.~~,~~ but are of such low amplitude that they are of little real importance. Ones which are of audible amplitudez7 tend to be off-track and associated with particular high-altitude wind conditions. and not the simple ray patterns shown in Figure 9 .
Nonlinear Steeuenine: Whitham's Rule
The concept of Whitham's rule has been stated earlier: the linear acoustic amplitude is correct to first order and must be applied to the propagation speed to obtain a uniformly correct far-field wave pattern. This section of the review follows the analysis used by Whitham in Reference 12, but with the linear solution written (as Whitham suggested) in a general geometrical acoustic form rather than plane, cylindrical, or plane waves in a uniform medium.
The acoustic overpressure, in ray-fixed coordinates, may be written: The parameter z represents a point on the acoustic wave, and t is its arrival time at location s . Using Equation (17) . the arrival time. to first order, is: Equation (18) has been written in terms of t , rather than T , s o as to present an explicit relationship.
Equation (18) is the quantification of the process described earlier and illustrated by Figures 3b to 3c . Note that the advance of each signature point (the last term of Equation (181 is proportional to its F-function value and a quadrature which is independent of F. The quadrature term is part of the ray geometry solution and. in various normalized forms, has been denoted the age parametel-6 or the advance factor.28
Parts of the aged signature constructed in Figure 3c are triple valued. This is physically impossible. At some earlier time. the aging process would cause the signature slope to be vertical, at which point there would be a discontinuous pressure jump. Propagation of this jump must be handled as a shock wave, rather than a n isentropic wave. Linearizing the Rankine-Hugoniot relations gives the following speed for a weak shock of strength Ap:
This is slower than the isentropic wave speed behind it. so that the original signature is absorbed into the shock. The shocks are sketched in Figure 3 . In general, the linearized shock speed is equal to the average of the isentropic wave speeds ahead of and behind it. This leads to the "area balancing" rule for fitting shocks: construct the steepened isentropic signature. then ellminate triple-valued areas by fitting shocks such that total area is conserved. In Figure 3 . the shaded areas ahead of and behind each shock are equal.
Signature aging will eventually lead to an N-wave. Key quantities for an N-wave are the Concentrating on the forward, positiveshock overpressure and the total duration. overpressure portion of the N-wave. these are obtained by determining the value of T corresponding to the wave just behind the shock. This value of T will increase with distance from the aircraft, as earlier phases of the wave are absorbed into the shock. Denoting this value of T as T(s1. the arrival time of the shock may be written, from Equation (18) (211 This is a n implicit relation, since T appears as a limit in one integral on the right-hand side.
At very large distances, most of the original F-function will be engulfed in the shock. and T(s1 will be sufficiently close to the first zero of F at ' T~ that the integral will asymptote
. The final shock strength is: (18) and the construction of Figure 3 must be used. This is a real consideration for large aircraft (such as SSTs) where typical conditions are such that mid-field signatures are expected at the ground.29 Second, not all pulses will be represented by
Equations (23) and (241 in the far field. There is an assumption that F(d is constant near TO.
For some types of blast waves, modeled as a shock and decaying exponential. this assumption does not apply and different far-field laws can be derived.
Imolementation of Standard Theory
The discussion thus far has covered the essentials of standard boom theory. A complete implementation of this theory (particularly ray tracing in a real atmosphere) is sufficiently complex that a computer is required, and a number of programs have been written. These programs generally treat the F-function as an input and perform the ray tracing and signature aging calculations. The F-function input can be supplied from a separate linearized flow calculation, from wind tunnel data, or from computational schemes which will be discussed later in this paper. Three such programs are publicly available.
The first computer program to handle all details for a general maneuvering vehicle in a horizontally stratified atmosphere with winds was due to Hayes et and is commonly referred to as the ARAP model. Ray tracing details of the program have been discussed previously. Signature aging and shock fitting are treated by a numeric implementation of the procedure sketched in Figure 3 . With the publication of this program, standard sonic boom predictions could be declared to be a solved problem.
A second, equivalent, program in wide use is that developed by Thomas.23 This program is structured to accept near-field signature input in the form of pressure versus distance wind tunnel data. It uses a purely numeric ray tracing technique. noted earlier, and handles signature evolution by the "waveform parameter" technique. With the waveform parameter technique, the signature is divided into piecewise linear segments, and evolution handled in closed form by a generalization of the analysis outlined here as Equations (19) 
through (21).
This algorithm is applied at each mesh point in the ray tracing.
The third available program is the TRAPS model.24 This is a new code based on the ARAP formulation. It was developed for analysis of over-the-top booms as sketched in Figure 9 and has the capability to trace rays through horizontal segments. It also has a simple method to estimate the amplitudes of booms which have passed through a focal zone [often the case when rays become horizontall. although it cannot predict signatures near a focus.
Several other sonic boom programs are in use but not yet publicly available. These tend to be variations (sometimes major variations) of either the ARAP or Thomas models and tend to be project oriented. It is expected that some of these will be made publicly available in generic form in the near future. I t is worth noting that, while sonic boom computer programs were originally written for mainframe computers, they are within the capabilities of current personal computers. and that is the target for current software.
Sonic boom resulting from steady rectilinear flight in a standard atmosphere is simple enough that a full computer calculation is not always necessary. In particular, once the ray tracing and age parameter calculations have been performed, they can be applied to any nearfield signature at the same flight conditions. In Reference 28, charts of normalized ray tube area, acoustic impedance, and advance factor are presented for rays under the flight track over a range of altitudes and Mach numbers. This provides the information to manually implement the construction sketched in Figure 3. A more general handbook procedure was developed by C a r l~o n .~~ That scheme is applicable to booms where the ground signature is expected to be an N-wave. It utilizes the cylindrical scaling relations shown in Equations (23) and (241, plus charts of adjustment factors for atmospheric effects and type of aircraft. The charts were developed from fits to a large number of full ray tracing calculations and F-function calculations for various types of large number of full ray tracing calculations and F-function calculations for various types of aircraft. The procedure allows calculation of the boom ground impingement point (off-track as well as on-track), lateral cutoff distance, and N-wave overpressure and duration. A byproduct of the procedure is a method to compute a n N-wave approximation to the F-function. This approximate F-function can be used as input to a full computer model, and is appropriate when it is known that a far-field N-wave will occur but it is necessary to compute boom ground patterns for a particular maneuver or non-standard atmospheric condition. a spatial grid much larger than normally used for aerodynamic design purposes, and poses questions of practicality with current computers and codes. (It is possible that at some time in the future computational power will increase to the point where the entire flow field of any vehicle can be computed to arbitrarily large distance, at which time most of the contents of this paper will be a curious antiquity.) 30 The SST boom is significantly greater than the hypersonic drag-dominated boom. This type of comparison has led to the speculation that a hypersonic transport may have a sonic boom advantage. However, there are two points to consider. First, the hypersonic theory is effectively a volume-only model and does not account for vehicle lift. Almost 40 percent of the example SST boom is due to lift. A n extension of the theory to account for lift-induced boom would be useful. Second, the dragdominated theory implicitly assumes a short body. This assumption results in durations considerably shorter than those calculated for the SST, with a considerably shorter impulse. A phenomenon related to the short duration is that as a short pulse ages, its amplitude decays more rapidly than a long pulse. This behavior (which is a key element in sonic boom minhization a n a l y s e~4~-~~) causes the shock overpressure itself to be lower.
The negennan/Seebass hypersonic boom theory clearly provides valid results for true blunt bodies at high Mach numbers. The open question is how to obtain an F-function for slender bodies at Mach numbers below this asymptotic limit but above the linear flow regime. Direct CFD calculations appear to be one route for the future, but CFD calculation are somewhat like wind tunnel data in that one cannot easily tinker with the results for design iteration purposes. The approach of Tiegerman and Seebass has proven itself to be valid at one extreme, however, and it would be very gratifying if it could be extended to the high-speed aircraft regime.
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Extreme Near-Field F-functions A topic related to hypersonic F-functions is the use of near-fleld data, either from wind tunnel tests or from CFD calculations. The F-function and the starting point for geometrical acoustic calculation must begin at a radius where amplitudes are at linear acoustic levels, and also where the assumption of local axisymmetric flow is valid. Even where linearized flow applies, a region close to a lifting body will have significant cross-flow. One computational method has been developed to handle this extrapolation. The method is the Modified Method of Characteristic (MMOC) .50f51 MMOC uses the three-dimensional method of characteristics to account for cross-flow. It is denoted "modified' because the locations of characteristics are adjusted to first order, according to Whitham's rule, so a s to make it appropriate for largeradius extrapolation of sonic booms. The characteristic relationships employed are valid in a plane of symmetry, and the formulation allows atmospheric gradients compatible with geometrical acoustics. The program is suitable for extrapolation of near-field [Le., crossflow important but acoustical amplitude) wind tunnel data under an aircraft to predict on-track sonic boom for steady level flight.
Focal Zones -Under certain conditions, converging ray patterns can exist which produce foci. where ray tube area is zero and the geometrical acoustics solution is singular. Intuitively, one thinks of lens-like focusing and cylindrical implosions. calculation^^^ and laboratory measurem e n t~~~ of implosions of initially weak waves exhibit substantial amplifications. This has led to concern over the existence and amplitude of focused "superbooms". However, sonic boom focal zones tend to be of lower order types, with moderate amplification. Figure 1 1 illustrates one type of sonic boom focus, that due to linear acceleration. As Mach number increases the Mach angle decreases and rays converge to a focal point. The effective focal length of this is related to dx/dt and inversely to dp/dM. If the aircraft accelerates at a constant rate, dp/dM decreases while dx/dt increases, so that the focal length will increase. The focus is thus smeared out along the caustic line shown in Figure 1 1 . The focus at any point along the caustic represents focusing of an infinitesimal portion of the wavefront. The caustic forms a boundary, or envelope, of the wave field, and is tangent to the rays it bounds. In three dimensions, the caustic is a two-dimensional surface. The situation sketched in Figure 11 shows that a focus will always exist at the edge of the supersonic region when an aircraft accelerates to supersonic speeds. Focal zones are thus not rare in number. since there is one at the edge of every boom, but are rare in that the area involved is very small compared to the total area of a boom footprint.
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A caustic surface can also exist due to atmospheric refraction. The sonic cutoff line in Figure 8 is a caustic, and a similar caustic exists at the vertical turning point in the "over-thetop" boom shown in Figure 9 . For a maneuvering aircraft in the real atmosphere, caustic surface geometries can be quite complex. Reference 54 presents the results of an extensive series of focal zone flight tests, and has examples of caustic and focusing ray geometries for accelerations and turns. Reference 55 is a study of focusing ray geometries, and has additional illustrations. References 56 and 57 contain sketches of focus geometries, and a discussion of the fact that the there are several kinds of focus. with the "smooth caustic" shown in Figures 8. 9 . and 11 being the simplest and weakest kind.
The fact that the caustic forms an edge to the wave field indicates that there is a lateral scale not considered when applying geometrical acoustics, and diffraction should play a role in limiting the singular geometric behavior. This focal zone behavior occurs in a narrow region near the caustic. and it is appropriate to examine this region in local coordinates. Consider coordinates X. Y parallel and normal to the caustic at the caustic/ray tangent point. The ray 1 7 shape in some small region is given by Y = X2/2R, where R is the relative curvature between caustic and ray. The geometric ray tube area is proportional to f i , and geometric signature strength follows a Y-lB relation. A linear acoustic solution which can be represented in these coordinates is contained in Reference 58. Diffraction effects in that analysis reduce the order of the singularity.
Nonlinear effects are considered to be important for focused sonic booms. Whitham12 suggested that amplitude increases associated with focusing would cause a converging wavefront to straighten and thus never actually focus. This assertion did not turn out to be the case in general, but the effect does partially occur and nonlinearity plays a role in further limiting the singularity. The appropriate governing equations were set down by G~i r a u d .~~ who also derived a scaling law for a focused weak shock wave. Derivation of Guiraud's similitude and scaling law have been reiterated by Gill and SeebassG0 and Gill6' in their development of a numerical focus solution, and the following discussion uses their notation. where Cp is the pressure coefficient and Cp(p) corresponds to the incoming wave boundary condition. The scaling law derived by Guiraud applies to the maximum pressure associated with a n incoming shock wave, and is:
(331 C where is the pressure coefficient at Yref. The constant is universal, and must be determined experimentally or numerically. Equation (32) is more general in that it provides scaling of the entire signature shape, provided that the shape taken a s the incoming boundary condition is appropriate. Since the shock waves are often regarded a s the most important part of a sonic boom signature, a solution for a unit step function would have great utility. pref v Such a solution has been computed by Gill and Seebass. Their calculation procedure was to first note that a linear solution could be constructed from hypergeometric functions. The effects of nonlinear behavior were then introduced via a coordinate strain. analogous to Whitham's rule. Numeric results were obtained for a range of Y values around the focus. Figure 12 shows the Gill-Seebass solution for the position corresponding to maximum shock amplification.
It is reasonable to estimate the shape of a focused N-wave by applying the Gill-Seebass shock solution to each shock wave. This approach was adopted in in the sonic boom prediction program described in References 56 and 57. At each shock wave, a n overall amplification factor was computed [via the scaling law) corresponding to the peak. The difference between the Gill-Seebass shock solution and the initial step function is multiplied by that factor and added to the N-wave. Some judicious smoothing is applied to blend the focus signature at locations far from each shock. Figure 13 shows the resultant focused wave shape. This signature bears a very strong resemblance to measured focus boom s i g n a t~r e s .~~.~~ In Reference 56.
it Is shown that the predicted peak overpressures are in very good agreement with the flight test data of Reference 54 and with focus measurements made in a ballistic range.63 It is also shown in Reference 56 that overpressures reported in Reference 54 just outside the focal zone exhibit the Y-lA behavior expected from the caustic/ray geometry and required by the boundary condition to the Tricomi equation.
The GIl1-Seebass analysis does not necessarily represent the ultimate mathematical solution at a focus. Reference 64, for example, points out a n inconsistency in shock fitting boundary conditions associated with the nonlinear coordinate transformation. That does not appear to be fatal, but rather the kind of detail problem associated with practical approximations, and estimates of its consequences are mall.^^.^ A more recent analysis of a shock at a caustic65 yields results consistent with the Gill-Seebass result. This is. however, an area which should be studied further.
Analysis of focal zones has tended to concentrate on the maximum-shock signature at the caustic. Other parts of the focal zone are of interest. Figure 14 . taken from Reference 62. is a sketch of the incident and reflected waves at a caustic and the types of signatures observed. The incident wave is an N-wave. The reflected wave has a U-shaped signature. The maximum focused signature is similar to Figure 13 and appears to be somewhat of a transition between the incident N-and reflected U-waves. Below the caustic, there is a decaying sine-like evanescent wave. All three types of waves have been measured in Reference 62 and in other (as yet unpublished) studies. Reference 66 contains an acoustic analysis of these signatures. The TRAPS computer program24 uses a Hilbert transform to approximate the nature of the reflected U-wave far from the focus. a detail of some importance for over-the-top booms. A consistent nonlinear analysis of all three regions would be veIy desirable.
A higher order type of focus which can occur is associated with a two-sheet caustic forming a cusp. A cusped caustic can be generated by a transient maneuver such as turn entxy. Measurements of such a cusped "superfocus" are reported in Reference 54, with a shock amplitude about twice that of the adjacent smooth caustic focus. The governing equations and scaling law for a cusped caustic have been ~r i t t e n .~~.~~ but t o date no numerical results comparable to References 60. 61. and 65 have been obtained. Figure 15 shows typical measured sonic booms from one aircraft under calm and turbulent atmospheric condition^.^^ Three phenomena are apparent. First. the sonic booms J measured under turbulent conditions have considerable fine structure superposed on the basic N waves. There is a variability in peak overpressure, primarily associated with particular positive or negative spikes. Distortion is similar about both shocks of a given boom, and tends to be strongest immediately behind the shocks. Second, rise times are clearly longer than the assumed zero-thickness jumps. and are longer than would be expected from viscous absorption calculations. Third. rise times under turbulent conditions are longer than under calm conditions, and exhibit significant variability. although the front and rear shocks of a given N-wave are similar.
AtmosDheric Turbulence Effects
These phenomena are associated with turbulence in the lowest several thousand feet of the atmosphere. References 70 and 71 contain reviews of the empirical data base and interpretations of these phenomena. In this paper. the key theoretical models are reviewed. Because this is a rather specialized area, the theories are described but the governing equations are not presented.
The crux of distortion of sonic booms is scattering by turbulence. When performing scattering analysis, the wave equation is written for a non-homogeneous medium, with turbulence represented as a small variation about the mean. A solution is sought which is in the form of an expansion, with turbulence amplitude being the expansion parameter. The zero'th order solution is the solution to the homogeneous wave equation for the mean media properties. This is followed by a sequence of inhomogeneous wave equations. where the lefthand side represents the next order in the solution and the right-hand side consists of source terms associated with the interaction of turbulence with the previous lower order solution. Key exposittons of scattering analysis, as it was performed in the 1960s. are contained in the books by Chern0v7~ and T a t a r~k i . '~ The perturbation expansion nature of scattering theory is v 2 0 discussed by Keller.74 An important concept in these scattering formulations is that of frozen turbulence. where the time scale of turbulent structure changes is very slow compared to the propagation time through the medium. This simplifies the formulation time (derivatives of turbulence are neglected). and explains why turbulence effects are similar on both shocks of a given boom.
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The scattering equations are generally written for a continuous pure tone, and scattered sound is generally treated as coming from the volume through which the sound has propagated. Scattering is stronger for high frequencies than for low. Crow75 noted that high frequencies in a sonic boom are associated with the shocks. so that scattering should be associated with those and not a continuous wave. He wrote the scattering equations relative to the shock. much in the spirit of Keller's shock-based derivation of geometrical acoustics.22 The scattered sound received at a given point is then associated with a "paraboloid of dependence". with the receiver point behind the shock being the focus and the shock being the directrix. rather than a threedimensional volume. The distance behind the shock, rather than frequency, becomes a primary variable. Crow's final result was that the envelope of rms fluctuations behind each shock would follow a [ h / h~) -~/ '~ dependence, where h is the distance behind the shock and hc is a parameter related to the strength and structure of the turbulence. The result is singular at h = 0 for a zero-thickness shock, but application to a finite-thickness shock eliminates this s i n g~l a r i t y .~~.~~ Crow's results are qualitatively very satisfactory. and appear to be of the correct magnitude for reasonable values of turbulence. The absence of turbulence measurements during any sonic boom flight tests has. however, precluded quantitative validation.
Shock Wave Rise Times
Crow speculated that shock thickening might be associated with energy scattered out of the shock. This concept was consistent with a second-order scattering analysis by Keller74 which showed that long distance propagation through turbulence could result in an effective attenuation. PlotMn and George7* and P10tkin~~ developed a shock structure model incorporating the turbulent scattering attenuation mechanism and first-order nonlinear steepening analogous to Whitham's rule. The result was a Burgers equation with an effective absorption coefficient dependent on turbulence amplitude and structure. This yielded a shock structure with thickness proportional to the effective absorption coefficient and inversely proportional to shock amplitude. The dependence on shock amplitude matched very well the trend of a wide range of sonic boom and weak blast wave data. The magnitude of predicted rise times agreed well for reasonable assumed turbulence, but the absence of turbulence data during sonic boom tests again precludes quantitative validation.
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The scattering concept for rise times has some problems. First, it does not explain where the energy goes: the scattered perturbations do not have substantially higher frequency content than the shock wave. A corollary to this is that shocks have a finite rise time even under calm conditions. If some other mechanism is responsible for the basic calm condition rise time. then scattering could account for longer and variable rise times under turbulent conditions. Second, scattering analysis employs statistical techniques. including ensemble averaging. which must be carefully interpreted for any particular single event. This is discussed in Reference 70. Finally, the second scattering analysis is a long distance result. It is necessary to ascertain whether conditions are appropriate for the scattered energy to have been separated from the shock front. Reference 78 contains a detailed analysis of this. and shows that the distances and other parameters associated with sonic booms are indeed approprlate for this mechanism to apply.
An alternate theory of turbulence-induced rise time has been proposed by Pierce.80 This is worth examining for its different perspective, which attempts to avoid some of the statistical problems noted above, but introduces others which may be more serious.
v In addition to genuine considerations of the assumptions in the Plotkin-George and Pierce theories for turbulence-induced rise times, the role of turbulence in shock structure has been questioned by several specious studies. In Reference 81, a quantity is defined as a shock thickness which has no physical relation to shock thickness, but rather the overall frequency content of the pulse. Since neither turbulence model accounts for the ultimate loss of acoustic energy Oust its spatial relocation). that quantity shows no effect. References 82 and 83 report attempts to measure turbulence-induced thickening. Both experiments involved propagation over distances of feet or tens of feet. rather than the thousands of feet encountered by sonic booms and required by theory. The resultant declarations that turbulence does not affect rfse time are, at the very least, misleading.
Reference 83 is. however, quite valuable because its primary content was to report the latest in a series of studies to apply modern molecular-relaxation based absorption theory to shock waves. This theory. which has been well validated and accepted.84 shows that atmospheric absorption of sound is several orders of magnitude larger than the viscous absorption mechanism which greatly underpredicted measured rise times. The magnitude of absorption depends on frequency and is also sensitive to temperature and humidity of the air. Reference 83 itself is not appropriate for sonic booms, since it involved higher amplitude artillery blasts over short distances. An earlier publication by Bass et aLS5 applied molecular absorption theory to weak shock waves, including a nominal sonic boom. Figure 16 shows rise times as a function of shock amplitude for the Plotkin-George turbulence theory (several values of turbulent attenuation coefficient), the molecular absorption theory,85 classical viscous absorption. and measured sonic booms and blast waves. A nominal rise time is drawn through the data. All three theories have the correct slope, although the classical absorption theory clearly underpredicts. The turbulence theory brackets the measurements. Some of the molecular absorption calculations match the measurements, and overall tend to agree well with the lower edge of the measurements, which presumably correspond to calm conditions. It very much appears from this that molecular absorption is the base mechanism accounting for much of the shock structure. while the turbulence mechanism accounts for anomalously high and variable rise times observed under turbulent conditions. It also very much appears that this topic would greatly benefit from a unified analysis applied to flight test data which included turbulence, temperature, and humidity measurements.
Current Needs
As noted in the Introduction, there are three current applications of interest for sonlc a n advanced SST. military air training operations, and atmospheric flight of boom: spacecraft. The needs of each of these, beyond standard boom theory, are discussed below.
Advanced SuDersonic Transuort
Advances in aircraft technology suggest that sonic boom amplitudes for this type of aircraft, also referred to as a High Speed Civil Transport (HSCTJ or the "Orient Express". could be made substantially lower than first generation SSTs. potentially to the point that overland flight could be acceptable. Minimization of sonic boom would then be a key design parameter. Studies of indicate that minimization is achieved, not through unique concepts or tricks, but through careful applications of certain principles to the overall aircraft design. It is necessary that sonic boom analysis be brought into the mainstream of the aircraft design process. rather than be a side calculation. The Whitham-Walkden area rule procedure is not adequate, for two reasons. First, alrcraft are no longer designed by that level of technology: b modem CFD codes are used relatively early in the aerodynamic design process. Second, an advanced SST is likely to be designed for speeds above Mach 3. and/or have a blended wing/body configuration not amenable to linearized flow approximations. There is thus a need for a hypersonic boom generation methodology which is compatible with current aerodynamic design technology.
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Another issue is focal zones. If an aircraft flies supersonically over land, the initial focus at the edge of the carpet would also be over land. Such focal zones are quite small (and may not cause impact more significant than unfocused booms).89 and current prediction methodology probably provides adequate predictions. However, there are some uncertain aspects to currently available focus boom solutions, and resolution of such uncertainty is necessary to ensure confidence when such predictions are applied to environmental assessment.
A third important issue is atmosphere effects and rise times. The effect of variability must be understood at least to the point of assessing its effect on the average noise environment. Shock wave rise times, as noted earlier, can play an important role in loudness (and hence acceptability) calculations.
Air Combat Maneuver Training
Military air combat maneuver (ACM) training operations take place in specially designated airspaces and can involve brief supersonic events. Typically. supersonic flight occurs for only a few percent of total mission time. Individual supersonic events rarely last as long as 30 and are almost never simple level flight. The focal zones associated with the edge of the boom carpet tend to be a major portion of the total footprint, simply because a carpet boom is never really established. Measurements of ACM booms tend to show wave patterns similar to those sketched in Figure 14 : focus U-waves. incident N-waves combined with reflected U-waves. and evanescent sine waves. It is rare to observe simple steady flight N-waves. Estimates of the average boom environment require a better understanding of the entire caustic region. A untfied theory for this region, as suggested earlier. would be highly desirable. Predictions based on steady cruise condition booms and maximum peak focus booms are likely to overstate the environment.
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The aircraft and Mach numbers involved are such that steady cruise booms would be N-waves which are well predicted by standard theory. The theoretical gap is a complete description of the caustic region. Another problem is that, given the nature of air combat, the occurrence of supersonic events can be predicted only statistically. While that is a major issue in developing average environmental predictions, it is a data acquisition and system modeling problem. not a gap in sonic boom theory.
The issues of turbulence-induced variability and the effect of rise times also apply here. since the application is environmental assessment.
Atmosuheric Flicht of Suacecraft
During reentry, the space shuttle has supersonic flight phases which generate sonic booms over land. Similar operations would be expected for the National Aerospace Plane. The major shortcoming of standard boom theory is that these vehicles are hypersonic. Shuttle sonic booms have very successfully been made by using F-functions developed from wind tunnel measurement^.^^.^^.^^ Those data were collected at Mach numbers up to 6. Predictions of sonic boom from higher Mach number flight regimes would require additional wind tunnel measurements. This is an area where a hypersonic F-function prediction theory would be of direct benefit. The National Aerospace Plane faces similar modeling problems. 
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Flight Tiock Figure 11 . Sonic Boom Focus Due to Acceleration. 
